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Abstract: This paper examines how hubs of industrial R&D shape firmsô utilization of academic science. 

Only a small fraction of the millions of existing academic publications are in industry hubs, but hub-based 

papers are disproportionately more likely to be cited by firmsô patents. This finding may not seem 

surprising, given that academic institutions in the vicinity of firms might undertake more ñappliedò 

research inherently of interest to industry. We find this not to be the case. Rather, firmsô attention to 

academic discoveries appears to be driven by the generally-higher quality of hub-based research coupled 

with the use of hubs as search heuristics. Hubs may attract attention to local academic science by enabling 

informal interactions among academic scientists and industry inventors; indeed, we find that the hub 

effect is strongest in cities where many scientific conferences are hosted. The ñlamppost effectò of hubs is 

moderated by institutional prestige, by geographic distance, and by formal connections between academia 

and industry.  
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